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Abstract—COVID-19 (Corona Virus Disease 2019) is a pandemic, which has been

spreading exponentially around the globe. Many countries adopted stay-at-home or

lockdown policies to control its spreading. However, prolonged stay-at-home may

cause worse effects like economical crises, unemployment, food scarcity, and mental

health problems of individuals. This article presents a smart consumer electronics

solution to facilitate safe and gradual opening after stay-at-home restrictions are

lifted. An Internet of Medical Things enabled wearable called EasyBand is introduced to

limit the growth of new positive cases by autocontact tracing and by encouraging

essential social distancing.

POST PANDEMIC MOBILITY IS A
CHALLENGE
& COVID-19 (CORONA VIRUS DISEASE 2019) is a

pandemic caused by a newly discovered

coronavirus.1 It is spreading in human popula-

tions in an exponential manner. A single positive

case of COVID-19 has the potential to spread

across a nation in just a few days. It spreads

through droplets generated by an infected person

while coughing, sneezing, spitting, or even breath-

ing air. The probability of the transmission of the

disease is directly proportional to the number of
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infected persons one has met and the time period

spent with them. Quarantining COVID-19 carriers

is helpful to control the spread of this pandemic.

However, it is difficult to identify probable carriers

of the virus. That is the reason why various coun-

tries are adopting shelter-in-place, stay-at-home,

and lockdown as solutions.

Prolonged stay-at-home may cause worse

effects such as economical crises, unemploy-

ment, food scarcity, and mental health problems

of individuals.2 Hence, the exploration of better

solutions is important. One of the solutions can

be gradual withdrawal of the lockdown, i.e., with-

drawing the restrictions in an incremental man-

ner. At first, the restriction may be withdrawn

from isolated areas with no positive cases of

COVID-19 during the past 20 days, which are

then gradually merged with the neighboring

areas. This article presents EasyBand as a solu-

tion to the gradual reopening approach. It is an

Internet-of-Medical-Things (IoMT) smart wear-

able device, which uses technologies to sense

and record the details of another similar device

(see Figure 1).

WHAT HAS BEEN DONE FOR SOCIAL
DISTANCING DURING COVID-19?

Various technological approaches have

been adopted by different countries to accom-

plish contact tracing. For example, Israel is

using the mobile phone data of COVID-19

patients,3 Taiwan is tracing travel history and

mobile phone location to observe quarantined

people, and South Korea has created a data-

base of COVID-19 patient’s travel route.4 Singa-

pore has developed a mobile application

“TraceTogether”5 for contact tracing. When

two mobile phones having similar mobile appli-

cations come together, they communicate and

exchange their encrypted ID’s through Blue-

tooth. If a person is detected COVID-19 posi-

tive, the Bluetooth data of that person are

used for contact tracing. This has become a

prototype used by different countries for

designing mobile applications for contact trac-

ing of COVID-19 positive persons. CovidWatch6

is a similar application in which the privacy of

each user is kept secure. A Google–Apple ven-

ture developed a Bluetooth protocol meant for

tracking a user’s location and COVID-19 status.

India has started its Aarogya Setu mobile appli-

cation with similar objectives. The status of

this application informs the user about the

risk of getting COVID-19.7

DO MOBILE PHONE CONTACT
TRACING APPS ACTUALLY HELP
TO FIGHT PANDEMICS?

Mobile applications that are used as a solu-

tion to contact tracing have some inherited

problems. One of these obvious problems is that

not all persons have a smart phone. Second, one

can switch ON or OFF the mobile any time as

desired. Thus, even if a COVID-19 suspect met a

person during the switch OFF period, then this

will not be recorded by the application. It is

quite possible that the application shows no

threat of COVID-19, but in reality the user may

have already come in contact with a suspect or

positive case not using this app. Thus, there is

lower confidence on these solutions for contact

tracing, which may discourage their use. There-

fore, there is an urgent need for exploring other

suitable ideas that provide solutions to the

above problems. Use of a low cost, nonremov-

able wearable device having facilities for indicat-

ing the threat possibility is one such idea. A

device fulfilling the mentioned objectives will be

designed and made available for all people to

use as a travel pass for a certain period (say, six

months).

NEW APPROACH FOR SAFETY-
AWARE POST STAY-AT-HOME
MOBILITY

The proposed EasyBand has sensors that can

sense other such devices present in a radius of

1 to 4 m (6 to 13 feet). The device also has led

Figure 1. EasyBand for social distance aware safe

mobility in public domain.
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lights with three colors such as green, yellow,

and red: Green is safe, yellow is mildly suspect,

and red is highly suspect. Each such device can

record information (such as device id, time-

stamp, and the time period) of other devices

in close contact with in the detection zone.

The device stores these data only for the next

15 days. Before withdrawing the lockdown from

an area, all persons may be issued with an Easy-
Band having active green light as the mobility

pass. Once a person wears this device, he/she

will not be able to remove it. If two persons wear-

ing this device come in close contact, both of

these devices record each other’s details and

store them. These data from EasyBand become

available in city, state, and national data centers

for necessary action. The device will vibrate to

provide a warning if it comes within 4 m (13 feet)

of a yellow or red device. If it comes in closer

contact with a yellow or red device, it will beep

to provide a critical warning. If a green device

spends a long time in close contact with a yel-

low/red device, its status will automatically

change to yellow. This way the device will help

the citizens to stay safe by automatically sensing

the suspects.

Automatic Contact Tracing by EasyBand
The contact information of all devices is

presented as a graph in which each device is a

vertex and an edge between two vertices exists

if they come in close contact with each other

(see Figure 2). Each edge is labeled with the

frequency of contact and cumulative time they

spent together. For instance, assume a positive

case is found at time T . The nodes with path

distance 1 from the positive node are con-

verted to red. The redness of the converted

lights is directly proportional to the frequency

and duration of their contact to the positive

node. The nodes which are linked to positive

nodes through contact are also probable cases

with lower probability and will be marked yel-

low. The intensity of the yellow color is

inversely proportional to the path distance

from red nodes. Those positive nodes are

removed from the graph assuming they are

taken to COVID-19 care.

Essential Social Distancing Indicator

While traveling, one can sense red and yellow

devices with warning signals thus allowing peo-

ple to maintain the necessary social distancing.

It is important for people to practice safe dis-

tance from others if nearby red/yellow devices

exist in order to flatten the curve of infection.

This way of dealing with the pandemic will help

people to maintain social distance without inter-

rupting their social/professional life. It will ease

the problem of contact tracing and will allow

local governments to take decisions on their

own. EasyBand thus has the potential to cope

with the current situation of crisis without any

ill effects. EasyBand in Healthcare of cyber-phys-

ical system (H-CPS) is depicted in Figure 3.

PROPOSED EASYBAND:
ARCHITECTURE AND WORKING
MECHANISM

EasyBand is an integrated system consisting

of specific building blocks such as a power man-

agement unit (PMU), programmable system-on-

chip (PSoC), wireless stacks, sensors, vibrating

motors, and I/O unit8 (see Figure 4). The PMU is

responsible for providing adequate dc voltage to

all the internal blocks of the EasyBand and to

Figure 2. Contact graph before and after time T of

finding a positive.

Figure 3. EasyBand in healthcare of cyber-physical

system (H-CPS) of the city, state, and nation.
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control the LCD. EasyBand can have various

additional features to be a perfect device for

smart healthcare, however battery constraints

needs to be considered during its design and

operations with additional components and fea-

tures.9 EasyBand can also include infrared (IR)

sensors for contactless thermal profile. It is pos-

sible to include selected bionsensors in this

framework for monitoring body vitals as well as

environmental quality, which can be important

during pandemic outbreak and man-made bioter-

rorism.10 It has been observed that during the

COVID-19 outbreak, people with diabetes are

particularly vulnerable, so including our near-

infrared based sensors from our proposed iGLU

for noninvasive (i.e., without needing blood sam-

ples) glucose level monitoring can have signifi-

cant impact on the society.11 We appreciate that

security and privacy issues may arise due to

EasyBand being part of H-CPS, thus novel solu-

tions like lightweight blockchain and physical

unclonable functions can be integrated in its

architecture.12

The interdevice communication is performed

using the BLE stack present inside the wireless

unit of the EasyBand. These BLEs work in the

2.480-GHz frequency band and have a range of

100 m (328 feet). Every BLE device broadcasts

packets at a time interval and other devices

listen within the range. The BLEs are used to

sense the distance between each other and the

Wi-Fi unit performs the data link with a city

server through the TCP/IP connection. The dis-

tance between two EasyBands is estimated

using the received signal strength indicator. The

BLE and Wi-Fi are both interfaced with the PSoC

for decision making. All the device logs are

stored locally in the SD card and the EasyBand
communicates with the city server through the

Wi-Fi tower by forwarding logs to the city server.

When one red/yellow marked EasyBand
comes within 4 m (13 feet) of another band,

the PSoC unit gives a PWM signal to the vibrat-

ing motor. Similarly, when this range becomes

1.8 m (6 feet) or less apart (i.e., close contact),

the PSoC unit fires a PWM signal to both

vibrating motors and the buzzer alarm by

updating the log information in the SD card.

When two devices come in close contact, the

PSoC updates the contact log for both the

bands. If the close contact between a red/yel-

low and green band lasts more than the thresh-

old duration, the green band will update its

status to yellow. When a person is detected

positive, the city server removes it from the

graph and takes appropriate action.

CONCLUSION
Safety-aware mobility is needed during the

pandemic outbreak due to reasons such as eco-

nomic sustainability and food supplies. The

IoMT-based wearable EasyBand is a potential

solution for post shutdown safety-aware open-

ing. This solution includes self-sensing of proba-

ble contaminated individuals, automatic contact

listing, current city contamination status visuali-

zation, and recommendation for self-isolation to

individuals.

We envision that EasyBand will have sev-

eral advantages over mobile apps. First of all,

it can be a standalone device and can work

without a smart mobile phone and the control

over this device is with city administrators.

EasyBand can be distributed as an on-road

pass by state agencies in bulk quantities to

individuals as it would be much cheaper than

a smart mobile phone. The users will be more

confident and can move without fear seeing

the green glow of EasyBand. We think Easy-
Band will be an integral part of future IoMT

driven smart healthcare components of smart

cities in the post COVID-19 era.13
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